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We are the 
answer to all 
your multilingual 
needs

 Customized services one click away

1 Technical Translations
Marketing Translations

Medical Translations
Legal Translations

Website Translations
Software Localization

EXPERTS IN TRANSLATIONS

MULTILINGUAL WEB & APPS
Language Engineering

OCR & PDF Re-creation 
Multimedia Localization 

Desktop Publishing
Multilingual web editing

Linguistic testing

Quality Assurance
Proofreading & Editing
Content Quality Control
Transcription & Transcreation
Business Communication Solutions
SEO Localization

LINGUISTIC QUALITY ASSURANCE

Virtual Training Services
Translation Recruitment
Remote Project Management
Specialized Training
HR & Payrolling
Consulting Services

TRANSLATION STAFFING SOLUTIONS

LINGUISTIC QUALITY ASSURANCE
We are aware that the best way to develop a good relationship with your public is to invest in 
quality assurance processes such as proofreading, editing or complete quality control solutions. 
Our experience is the guarantee of a successful project delivery towards clients who expect 
nothing but the best quality.

EXPERTS IN TRANSLATIONS
itlocal, an ISO-certified company founded in 2007, provides clients with international language 
solutions. We serve clients of all sizes, providing them with 24/7 support for their translation 
and localization needs.

MULTILINGUAL WEB & APPS
itlocal offers multilingual conversion of websites and applications. Our engineers have the 

programming knowledge necessary to develop a website or an app and convert it into a 
bilingual or multilingual application, in order for our clients to reach their customers worldwide

We are your source for recruiting translators, project managers, engineers and temporary 
contract resources who work remotely from our offices. We select the best people for your 
needs and we also take care of the paperwork!

TRANSLATION STAFFING SOLUTIONS



Some of 
the languages 
we translate and 
localize

 We answer all your linguistic needs
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AMERICAN CONTINENT
French (Canada)
Portuguese (Brazil)
Spanish (Latin America)

WESTERN EUROPEAN
Dutch

French (France)
Flemish
German

Italian
Portuguese (Portugal)

Spanish (Castilian)

SCANDINAVIAN
Danish
Finnish
Icelandic
Norwegian
Swedish

EASTERN EUROPEAN
Bulgarian
Croatian
Czech
Estonian
Greek
Hungarian
Latvian
Lithuanian
Polish
Romanian
Russian
Serbian
Slovak
Ukrainian

MIDDLE EASTERN
Arabic
Hebrew
Turkish

ASIAN
Chinese (Simplified)

Chinese (Traditional)
Indonesian

Japanese
Korean

Thai
Vietnamese



We have the 
latest software
and technologies

 Our state of the art tools
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Web

Apps

QA

We work with all major Desktop Publishing (DTP) software including the latest 
released versions of Adobe PageMaker, FrameMaker, InDesign, Photoshop, 
Illustrator, MS Office, amongst others,  on both Windows and Mac.DTP
The most common Computer Assisted Translation (CAT) tool is the Translation 
Memory (TM). We use SDL Trados/Studio and our TMs to analyze the source 
file(s) submitted for each translation project  and to identify  Matches, Fuzzy 
matches and No matches.

CAT

Our team uses modern web design technologies such as Html5, Css3, 
Wordpress, OpenCart and Magento for Mac and Windows. Our experienced 
staff helps clients save time and money in the creation of web-ready content. 

We use state-of-the-art localization tools, like SDL Passolo, SDL TeamWorks, Alchemy 
Catalyst, Altova, Our most powerful software localization tool, SDL Passolo is fully 
compatible with the Microsoft .NET framework. It can directly handle a large number 
of software specific file formats. 

Translation Quality Assurance (QA)  software is used to compare the source 
and the target versions of the text. We use: SDL Synergy, HTML QA, QA Distiller, 
Altova XMLSpy, Alchemy Catalyst and others.



We have 
the best prices
and discounts for you

Of high quality, on time and cost efficient
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you work, and stores it for future use. The segments are reused so that you never have to 
translate the same sentence twice. This allows us to apply discounts like below:

Result II 
Extensive cost and time 

savings for future projects!

Result I
Preserve top-quality and

consistency of the translation!

Strategy 
Develop a Translation Memory (TM) based on 

previously translated text and identify reusable 
content. 

We apply Translation Memory 
(TM) technology to 
enhance product quality, 

improve turnaround times and 
reduce costs.

We use translation tools that 
allow for an accurate count 
of both repetitions and fuzzy 

matches. Subsequently, depending 
on the source text, we can provide 
substantial volume discounts.

We make use of the best 
available technology in 
order to maximize the 

reuse of previously translated text 
and deliver your projects in a timely 
and highly qualitative manner.
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We work with 
the best brands...

...and for the best people 



n email: info@i-t-local.com

            

n www.i-t-local.com
 

US OFFICE
California 

90035, USABROCHURE
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EUROPE OFFICE
Bucharest 

030834, Romania
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